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Computer petition achieves results 
by Howard B, Bernard 
Newspeak Staff 
A petition was circulated recently by a 
group studying the problem of over-
loaded computers at WPI. The group, 
which Is composed of students who are 
concerned about the growing problem, 
la backed by Tau Beta Pi, the national 
engineering honor society, and Is dedi· 
cated to studying the performance prob-
lems of the campus computers - the 
DEC 20, the MV 8000. and the Univac 
90160 Their petition was designed to 
Initiate study on an official basis and 
define the problem that exists; accord-
ing to Paul J. Harriman (CS, '84) a "lot of 
noise was generated" by the petition, so 
apparently It was successful. 
The petition Is only one of the many 
reactions on campus to the situation 
regarding the campus computers, which 
Is growing rapidly worse. The problem is 
basically one of too many people on too 
few terminals. The results are long waits 
for terminals, long waits for responses 
from the computer, and frequent system 
crashes when the computer does the 
electronic equivalent of a human pass-
ing out under the strain. 
Many people - CS majors, the many 
students In classes llke physics or 
SS1102 who haveclassworktodoon the 
computer. and people using the com-
put&r as a word processor for papers 
and other written products. among 
others - use the computer, so there Is a 
large amount of Interest In the problem 
and Its efficient and quick solution. 
President Cranch has even commis-
sioned an advisory committee, which 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic lrwtltute 
.. 
hopes to report to him, with a recom-
mendation on how to proceed by De-
cember 18. 
Among the alternatives being con-
sidered are providing for students, or 
requiring students to purchase, termi-
nals or minicomputers for use In their 
rooms. However, more terminals would 
mean more people could gain access to 
the computer at once; on the surface, 
that appears to be a solution, but closer 
inspection reveals that while more stu-
dents would be logged on at once. the 
added burden of so many students 
would slow the computer down so much 
that there would be no gain in time at all. 
Minicomputers alone are too shallow in 
terms of linguistic capability, memory 
size and other parameters to work 
efficiently. However, a system that does 
have promise is a series of personally-
controlled minis connected through 
what Is called a "virtual terminal net-
work" (VTN), this arrangement would 
allow students to use their minicom-
puters to perform simple functions, and 
thus ease the lo9d on the main frame 
computers, but to have the minis "talk-
ing" to the mainframes for complex or 
sophisticated operations. 
Other schools, Including Carneg1e-
Mellon Institute, Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute, have Initiated computer 
programs similar to the ones described 
above. But WPI has at present no policy 
to do so. The petition Harriman and his 
associates initiated, however, Is but one 
example of the fact that the school 
cannot afford to remain Inactive on this 
matter. 
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Harrison: scientific and 
technological Impacts on 
society 
by Kirsten Storm 
Newspeak Staff 
Or. Anna J . Harrison, the President-
Elect of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science and the 
former President of the American Che· 
m1cal Society, delivered a lecture focus-
ing on the positive and negative impacts 
of science and technology on society 
and defining the responsibility of each 
scientist and engineer In today's world. 
Sponsored by the Chemistry Depart-
ment and Skeptical Chemists Club, she 
gave her fifty minute speech to an 
audience of approximately eighty 
people in Klnnicutt Hall 
Dr. Anna J. Harri.an. 
She began the speech, after a few 
opening comments, stating that many 
scientists of today have lost track of the 
meaning of the word "science" "Sci-
ence," she began, "is the process of 
Investigation and the knowledge derived 
from these Investigations." She then 
explained that "the Integrity of the 
knowledge acquired from these lnvestl· 
gallons can only be determined from the 
integrity of the Investigations them· 
selves " Thus. she concluded, much 
knowledge of today is not valid because 
of the nature of some investigations that 
have been performed. 
She then defined the terms "scientific 
knowledge" and "technology" and how 
they could be related to society. "Know-
ledge," she explalned, "is the source of 
the creation of ourselves and our en-
vironment. the basis of technology, and 
finally and most Importantly, the factor 
which allows society to extend know-
ledge even further, In terms of accelera-
ting the process of acquiring knowledge 
as well as controlling the direction this 
process will take. Technolqgy, on the 
other hand, she described as "all those 
things producing goods and services 
and getting them on the market. The 
basis of technology," she reasoned, uis 
knowledge." 
She proceeded to explain the main 
topic of her speech: the Impact of 
-o.ottsng.. 
science and technology. She said that 
"everything, from medicine to transpor-
tation, is affected by science and tech-
nology, the main result being more 
freedom of time for most members of 
society. However, all technological In-
novations have positive and negative 
aspects." She said that unfortunately, 
those Involved in these Innovations are 
reluctant to admit this fact because of 
their pride In the beneficial impacts 
produced. 
Her question, "to what degree are we 
willing to accept the negative aspects to 
utilize and benefit from the positive," 
began her last topic: value judgments 
In society and who makes them. "Each 
(contlued on page 9) 
The un-happy hour 
by Jeanne Benjamin 
Newspeak Staff 
On December 3, 1982, The Friday 
happy hour was officially closed to the 
under 20 crowd. This Is the first time that 
such a strict approach has been neces-
sary, and It Is not one that has been 
established without thorough investiga-
tion. Assistant Director of Student Acti· 
vltles, Glenn Deluca, has discussed this 
problem and Its alternatives with the pub 
Staff, Pub Council. and members of the 
Dean o1 Students Office. In a Nli••P ellk 
Interview, Glenn~ted. "J know a lot of 
people won't lffce the new situation, but 
there are no other choices due to legal 
liability." 
Although the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts raised the drinking age to 20 
years, the law permits 18 and 19 year 
olds Into drinking establishments if the 
place so chooses. In the past, the Pub 
has enforced the drinking restrictions 
and utilized the option to allow students 
Into the Pub If they were 18 or 19 to 
maximize student enjoyment of the 
facility. However, those students under 
20 who frequent the Pub were expected 
, 
to respect the rules, but such has not 
been the case. It has been reported that 
many of the students who are underage 
have perceived the present regulations 
as a game, and because of the overall 
lack of cooperation, the Friday happy 
hour has been restricted to those of legal 
drinking age. 
The Pub chose not to compound 
restrictive measures becaUM It creates 
too many boundanea and haaalea 1or 
those who are ot age There la no Ideal 
situation tor .,_.,one concerned ... the 
lnstltute's legal llabllltes must continue 
to remain a priorlly T"'8 Obwk>u9fy la not 
the most restrictive of pQNlble circum-
stances, since some colleges com-
pletely ban those under the age of 20 
altogether, or have designed separate 
seating areas according to age. 
At this time only the Friday happy 
hour has been restricted. If In the future 
other Pub events become problems, 
they will be dealt with lnd1Yidually. 
As an additional point of interest. 
Newspuk checked with students work-
ing at the door during the happy hour on 
(continued on page 9) 
CCS compiles literature on the 
history of the Plan 
\. 
by Gerry Earabfno 
CCS Chairman 
This Issue of Newepnk contains 
many articles written by members of the 
Committee of Concerned Students 
(CCS) about the Plan's history and its 
present r~valuatlon. The CCS Is a 
segment of the WPI Student Govern-
ment which acts as a direct communica-
tion link between fellow students and 
the faculty. We are an open committee 
whose sole aim is to keep the faculty 
Informed about student opinions and 
vice versa, as well as Initiate student 
action. Our latest profect 11 the compila-
tion of literature on the Plan's history as 
a student education program. Hopefully 
after reading our articles you wlll be 
more confident to become involved In 
the re-evaluation process, however you 
see flt The COS has Included sum-
maries of original Plan documents. a llst 
of all full length documents available In 
the llbrary on reserve. a calendar of 
faculty meetings, and who Is on the 
faculty committees. We designed the 
contents so you could save them for 
future reference when needed. 
The faculty want your Input because 
they lack the student's point of view, 
which they need to vote responsibly. 
Since most of you are studying under 
the Plan and know if the Plan is working 
for you. then you are the best source of 
Information relating to the re-evaluation 
of the Plan. If you think the Plan Is what 
makes WPI unique and the Plan Is one of 
the reasons you are here, then you 
should consider making your Ideas 
known. Your opinions are crucial for the 
Plan evaluation. 
As an example, there is a posslbllty 
that a questionnaire from the Executive 
Council of Student Government will be 
coming soon. Please take the time to 
carefully answer each question This Is 
one way In which your opinion can be 
heard. If anyone has any questions 
about the best way to voice their 
opinion. the timetable of events, or 
about the role of the Executive Councll 
of Student Governmtnt. please contact 
Student Government President Matt 
Goldman, Box 1138. 
Although the CCS would have liked to 
fill this entire Issue, due to limited time 
and space we decided to include only 
what Is here. We do, however. have 
access to much more than this, so 
please ask us for it. The summaries and 
articles were by various CCS members 
and are not intended to convey any 
opinions. merely facts. I hope all readers 
appreciate our effort and will provide 
feedback, however small. 
Pege2 
c policE 
by Greg ooe7ich1er 
Associate Editor 
Hlghllghts 
Auto Thief Captured 
On Friday, November26at 10:20P.M .. 
a WPI student reported that he was 
observing a male subject attempting to 
steal his vehicle, which was parked on 
Boynton Street. The subject fled as the 
WPI cruiser approached, and was pur-
sued on fOf't by Sergeant Steve 
Hiii into Institute Park, where he was 
captured at the water's edge. The Igni-
tion on the vehicle was found to have 
been popped. The subject was charged 
with breaking and entering to a motor 
vehicle with intent to commit a misde-
meanor (to wit steal the car), malicious 
mischief to a motor vehicle, and pos-
session of burglarious tools. 
Student wtth Gun Arrffted 
A call was received from the Pub on 
Friday. November 19 at 11 :45 P.M. 
requesting that a disruptive male WPI 
student be removed from the facility. 
The subject was gone when WPI officers 
arrived, but was later located in the 
Wedge. A pat frisk upon threshold 
inquiry revealed a firearm on the sub-
ject. The subject was arrested and 
charged with carrying a firearm without 
a license, carrying a firearm on campus 
and being a disorderly person. 
Subfect ArrMted Dllcharglng Fire 
Extlngulahen 
A call was received from an RA in Alley 
Hall at 9:50 P.M.on Friday, November19 
reporting two subjects discharging fire 
extinguishers In the building. The male 
subjects were located by WPI officers on 
West Street and were determined to be 
Holy Cross students. After being asked 
to return to the station for identification, 
the subjects fled on foot. One subject 
was apprehended In front of Alden Hall 
after a foot chase and was arrested. He 
was charged with malicious mischief 
and being a disorderly person. 
Pollce Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Police log for the period November 
19- December 2. The listing consists of 
slgnlflcant Incidents and Items of gen-
eral student Interest. 
Frtcley, Nowmber 11 
2:30 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
that his vehicle had been struck in a hit-
and-run Incident on West Street. The 
Worcester Police Department (WPD) 
was contacted. 
3:15 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
that clothing was stolen from his locker 
In Alumni Gym. 
8:15 P.M. -AWPI student wascauJht 
stealing an item from an academic 
building. The subject was turned over to 
Student Affairs. 
9.50 P.M. - An RA in Riley Hall 
reported two persons discharging fire 
extinguishers In the building. See H1gh-
llghts. 
11:45 P.M. -A call was received from 
the Pub requesting that a disruptive 
male WPI student be removed. The 
sub1ect was later found to be in pos-
session of a firearm and was arrested . 
See Highlights. 
S.turday, November 20 
1:10 A.M. - A WPI officer reported 
two subjects destroying an automobile 
at the Intersection of Institute Road and 
Boynt<>!" Street. The vehicle belonged to 
one of the sub1ects, who was kicking it 
and smashing the windows because It 
would not start. 
2:05 A.M. - A WPI officer reported a 
large fight In progress on Boynton 
Street at Institute Road. The fight was 
broken up and the group dispersed. 
10:05 P.M. - A call was received 
reporting a brush fire on Mass Avenue 
in the area of A.J. Knight field . WPI 
officers responded and the Worcester 
Fire Department was contacted. 
11:30 P.M. - WPI Police Student 
Security reported arousing a drunk 
found laid out on the lawn of an 
Ellsworth apartment. 
SUnday, November 21 
12:40 A M - A WPI officer reported a 
fight in progress on Beech Tree Circle. 
The altercation was broken up and the 
subjects aent on their way. 
NEWSPEAK Tuesdey, December7, 1812 
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12:45 A.M. -A WPI officer reported a 
group of students on the library service 
road throwing objects at pedestrians. 
1:10 A.M. - WPI Police Officers 
reported breaking up a fight in a frater-
nity parking lot. 
. 1 :3~ A.M. - A WPI oHlcer reported a 
fight tn progress at the intersection of 
Institute Road and Boynton Street. The 
altercation was broken up and subjects 
Involved sent on their way 
1:45 A.M. - A fire door window was 
reported broken in Morgan Hall. 
Monday, November 22 
1:25 AM. -A report was received of a 
group of WPI students moving a car 
parked on the Quad. The subjects were 
located and the owner of the vehicle 
contacted. No damage was done to the 
vehicle. 
10:15 A.M. -A WPI student reported 
that the window of his vehicle parked on 
Russell Street had been smashed. 
Tuesday, November 23 
1:00 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
his jacket was stolen from Alumni Gym. 
5:05 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
that his vehicle was broken into and 
items were stolen from It between 
November 18-23. 
6:25 P.M - A WPI student reported a 
larceny of cash from his wallet in his 
residence hall room. 
Wednesday, November 24 
9:50 A.M. - A larceny of cash was 
reported from a desk drawer In the 
Project Center. 
F~day, November26 
10:15 P.M. - A WPI officer reported 
confiscating a keg found In a residence 
hall room. Subjects In possession of the 
keg were minors. 
10:20 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
that a subject was attempting to steal his 
vehlcle parked on Boynton Street. The 
subject was arrested. See Highlights. 
S.turday, November 27 
5:40 P.M . - WPI Police reported a 
broken window In Morgan Hall. 
(continued on pege 3) 
Everything you wanted 
to know about ABET 
by Susan Kreda and 
Missy Hurley, CCS 
Do you think the Plan is going to be 
changed? Have you been told that WPI 
Is going to lose accreditation? Did your 
best friend tell you that the Plan Is 
doomed? Hopefully this newsletter will 
answer many of these questions and 
more that the Committee of Concerned 
Students (CCS). has encountered. In 
this Issue of Newspeak are summaries of 
technical reports about the intended 
philosophy of the Plan to give you an 
accurate basis for constructive criti-
cism. We have also Included llsts of 
Important meeting dates, key faculty 
members and reading materials which 
will be made available. Most Impor-
tantly, we have supplied a llst of what 
you may do as a responsible student to 
protect your Interests in the Plan. We 
have provided you with several avenues 
for action. So please think about your 
education and what It means to you and 
be concerned. Take these articles seri-
ously and read them all because the 
future of the Plan is not only in the 
faculty's, but also In the students' hands. 
The following Is an introduction to 
ABET, and the ABET report which has 
caused some controversy as of late. 
ABET Is an acronym for the Accredi-
tation Board of Engineering and Techni-
cal Schools It Is an instrument of the 
professional engineering societies used 
to maintain a standard level of quality in 
college engineering programs. ABET 
accredits four programs at WPI: Elec-
trical Engineering, Mechanical Engi-
neering, Civil Engineering, and Chemi-
cal Engineering. This In addition to the 
blanket form of accreditation WPI holds 
from the New England Association of 
Schools and Colleges, (NEASC), which 
accredits the Institute as a whole. In the 
spring of 1982, a team from ABET came 
to review these four programs. Overall 
they were pleased with WPl's efforts 
with the Plan, but offered some con-
structive criticism as well. ABET Is 
responsible for continuing our accredi-
tation, therefore It Is Important that we 
review their comments. ABET Is a very 
Influential organization and there are 
distinct reasons why ABET accredita-
tion Is necessary. Some of these are that 
It allows ROTC students to come to WPI, 
It ensures students of getting into 
graduate school; It Increases the likell-
hood of WPI receiving gifts from com-
panies, and It facllltates getting a pro-
fessional llcense. 
WPI Is a unique Institution and be-
cause of this, responding to ABET is not 
always simple and clear cut. Problems 
arise when you consider the criteria by 
which ABET evaluates engineering pro-
grams. ABET necessitates that all gra-
duates in the accredited Institution meet 
(conUnued on pq9 I) 
OV•R ON• MILLION WOMEN 
TRUST PLANN•D PARENTHOOD® 
754-1801 
appoinunenu & 1nformauon 
PLANN•D PAll•NTHOOD CUNIC .. Central ..... c ......... 
• counseling • comracept1on • abortron 
• pregnancy cesong 
3'10 MAIN sr WORCBTER SUITE 64S 
... 
Get yourself a good·paylng Job that starts 
paying you while you're still in school. 
Qualified students selected for the Navy's 
Nuclear Power Officer Candidate Program 
earn over $1 ,000 a month until graduation 
and a $3,000 selection bonus. This is not 
ROTC. Finish school with a prestigious 
engineering management position awaiting 
you upon graduation. The Nuclear Power 
Program offers superb benefits, and the 
best training in the world. Starting salary is 
competitive. After four years, you'll earn 
over $40,00~! Strong calculus, and calculus-
based physics background, plus demon-
str~ted academic excellence a must. U.S. 
Citizens only. Navy officers will be on 
campus for interviews on December 16 
Sign up at OGCP, or call collect (617) 223·5543 
for an appointment. 
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Creativity Is an individual's 
greatest resource 
The future of Two Towers: Part I and II 
WPI sets goal to be unique 
by Ray Burlingame 
ccs 
The WPI Plan. It's such a common 
expression nowadays. But how many 
times did you ever stop and think about 
why It Is so universal to us WPI per-
sonnel and how it's going to affect (or 
has affected) our future years of educa-
tion? There ere so many different ele-
ments we must consider. 
Some thoughts I would like to express 
concern the subject of our own indi-
vidual creativity. Simply put, creativity is 
the success of our educations and the 
Plan helps us to create. It would be 
unreasonable to say .hat we're all 100% 
Inventive geniuses. But what is true Is 
that here we all have the chance to 
pxplore our own Individual creativity to 
Its utmost limit. 
To the Incoming freshmen, that crea-
tivity wlll probably be limited to the 
creation of a course curriculum for the 
years ahead. With patience a creative · 
attitude will develop into the ultimate 
learning experience, the project work. 
Creatlvitiy Is really very difficult to 
define. According to one source, A 
Freshperson·s Guide to WPI, it Is a word 
filled with mystery intrigue and sur-
prise; it is boundless and undefinable 
even though it's an Important part of all 
of our lives. Most people know very little 
about It, yet It Is behind every discovery. 
every Invention, and every joke that man 
ever made. Creativity is an individual's 
greatest resource, possibly one of the 
two sources of true happiness (the other 
being an act of love), and most Impor-
tantly, It can be developed. 
And It's all just a part of this Plan: but a 
very Important part. It's everyone's re-
sponsibility to understand this, for it will 
most undoubtedly reflect In future suc-
cess . 
Th Futu,. of Two To .. ,. I & II are 
reports investigating WPl's educational 
system as of ths late 1960's. These two 
reports sre summarized below. 
by Julie Ruksnsltls 
ccs 
"An attempt to make a good college. 
an excellent college." 
The original objective of WPI was to 
be a unique college with a reputation of 
being a source of soundly-trained. orac-
t1cal·orlented engineers. The school 
achieved this goal and maintained It for 
approximately 90 years. 
With the change (advancement) In 
technology, WPI had to change also. Its 
response however was modelled after 
leaders of American technical educa-
tion. the MIT and Calltornla Tech. The 
results? A disappearance of uniqueness 
atWPI, 
The then-president, after receiving 
Input from departments as to what they 
thought were areas in need of attention, 
appointed a committee of faculty to 
develop a proposal of educational di rec-
ADD 
TEN YEARS 
TO YOUR 
TlllNKmG. 
The environment at MITRE Is years ahead of what others consider the state·of· 
thl8rt. · 
As General Systems Engineer for C21 - Command. Control, Communications and 
Intelligence - for the U.S Air Force's Electronic Systems Division, It Is our 
challenge to took beyond tomorroW lo the world of 5 or 10 years from now. To 
analyze and engineer one-of·a·kind systems that will be more than current well 
into the 1990s 
The importance of our work 1s why we provide an environment you can do your 
besl in . You'll work with some of the most accomplished experts in their helds 
You will be challenged by long· and short·lerm proiects in computer systems. 
systems software. systems architecture. radar systems, and satellite and ler· 
restrlal transm1sst0n. Engineers you'll be working with can advance your career a 
decade in technologies 1nclud1ng liber-opllcs. computer security, sensor 
technology and voice recognition 
Your excellence is nurtured In every wey possible at MITRE Faclliues, 
compensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people. Full tuition ad· 
vanoement plus an ongoing ln·house lecture series from the unique MITRE In· 
stllute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional project mobthly 
and dual career pathing to gel you where you want to be, doing what you do best. 
If you would like 10 more years' wisdom - without the wrinkles - come to 
MITRE. We've got the environment for II 
WPI 
Interviews 
Friday, December10, 1982 
MITRE will be conducting campus Interviews Friday, December 10. 1982. Con· 
tact your Placement Office to arrange an lnterviow If you are a BS, MS, or Ph.D. 
candidate In: 
Electrical Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
Computer Science 
Mathematica 
Phyalca 
Contact your placement office to see If MITRE will be visiting your campus. 
or send your resume to Phillip Hicks at The MITRE Corporation, 
Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730. 
U.S. Citizenship required. MITRE Is an equal opportunity employer actively 
seeking applications under Its affirmative action program. 
THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
TO DO WHAT 
YOU DO BEST. 
MITRE , 
lions the school should take. Thus were 
the beginnings of the Plan. 
The first objective was to define 
present goals at WPI and what 1hey • 
&hould be In the future. In order to 
achieve these tasks, there were several 
planning tasks to establish. Next were 
the possible goals for the school and the 
different criteria tor evaluation. 
WPI underwent a partial analysis of 
the type of alumni that It graduated, the 
type of students applying, the under-
graduates presently attending. the fa-
culty or staff, and several other areas. 
The purpose of this analysts was to get a 
good look at where the school was and 
where It had been. As part of the 
analysis, the students and faculty were 
able to respond with Ideas as to what 
could be done to Improve and enhance 
the educational system at WPI. 
While all this was occurring, the 
school held a planning day which was 
attended by students, faculty, alumni, 
and trustees. The outcomes was a 
definite feeling that what the partic1· 
pants desired was an objective that 
would bring about the change in at-
mosphere they obviously felt was lack-
ing Some of the things they felt lacking 
were more openness, less structure and 
(continued on .,.._ 4) 
TN tutu,. ol Two To..,.: Perl Ill 
The first model 
of the Plan 
by K.C. Greenwood 
ccs 
Two Towers Part Ill waadeaignedaaa 
synthesis of Parta t & II, delcrlblng a 
proposal (model) foe a new educational 
system at WPI. It wu ueembled by the 
Faculty P\annlng Committee In Septem-
ber 1989. 
The ,..,oft begJna wtth Its own ann-
mary of ..... the Pf09fllll\ WCM*S be. " 
was a program: 
- In whlah prq.c• and Independent 
atody ant maJor educational tools. 
- to teach WPI students to learn for 
themselves and to develop In them an 
understanding of the Interplay between 
technologlcal advance and human 
need; rather than completion of pre-
scribed courses. 
- to be carried out with a studenV 
faculty ratio of 15:1 with a three year 
Implementation program. 
Part Ill established a goal forWPI, I.e. 
to bring Into the second century of the 
school's existence a new, dynamic ver-
sion of Its great Two Tower tradition. 
The report's Introduction stated that 
the curriculum was described as being 
too restrictive, not permitting Individual 
development by a "formldable set of 
prerequlsltet. Intellectual Interchange la 
the exception rather than the rule." 
Thus, the purpose of the Independent 
college was being challenged. 
Part Ill defines "the major contri-
bution of the Independent College is to 
leaven the national educational scene 
with diversification and a source of 
Innovative energy which lies beyond the 
capabllltles of the public Institution." 
The new model outlined In Part Ill Is an 
effort to utilize the assets of a private 
Institution to their fullest. 
Next, the propoled educational pro-
gram waa broken down Into details. 
Olecu881on of educational tools, (pro-
jecta, Independent study, and courses), 
degree requirements, advisory respon-
sibilities, and the scheduling of the 
(conUnued on pqe 4) 
Police Log 
(contlnu.d from p1ge 2) 
Tueeday, Nowmber 30 
11;15 A.M. -A WPI student reported a 
larceny of cash from his residence hall 
room 
Thuraday, November2 
1:25 A.M . - A WPI student reported 
witnessing a hit-and-run on Trowbridge 
Road. A description of the vehicle was 
given and WPD was contacted. 
Page4 NEWSPEAK TuHday, December 7, 1982 
... WPI strives to be unique Do you hear what I hear? 
(conUnued from pege 3) 
school year provided adequate overall 
representation of the program. 
The next Issue presented was ad· 
dressed as "co-ordination of college 
community life with academic purpose 
of the college." Nine possible cases. 
with brief details. of student living 
arrangements were discussed. Major 
ld&as exprened stated: "Student life 
and Interaction among students has as 
Important an Influence upon the educa-
tional effectiveness of the college as 
does the formal structured academic 
program." 
Part Ill then explains the logistics ol 
projects and Independent study. Topics 
include 1) percentage of time devoted to 
such work; 2) project structure; 3) 
student to supervisor ratios: 4) apace 
requirements; 5) technical services; 6) 
project development; and 7) organizing 
the new program. 
Lastly, further development of the 
educational model Is presented. Areas • 
needing additional research are des-
cribed and directions are given as to 
their pursuit. 
by Debbie Allen 
News Editor 
With the coming of the Christmas 
season at WPI , the revival of an old 
tradition will be occurring starting this 
week: lhe carillon will be played in Alden 
Tower on a regular basis. A carillon Is 
defined as "a set of stationary bells, each 
producing one tone of the chromatic 
scale now usually sounded by means of 
a keyboard." The revival of this tradition 
Is due to the efforts of a group of 
concerned students. 
The carillon was given to WPI by Mrs. 
Wlll lam Binns Smith In 1943. Its tunes 
chimed over the city of Worcester twice 
a day until the 1970's when the tradition 
died away. Now, because of the efforts 
of these students, the carillon will be 
played on• regular basis. If any member 
of the WPI community has any input 
concerning this, they should contact 
Kathy Kruczek. Box 388, Vinny Vlgnaly, 
Box 626. or Dan Farrar, Box 120. 
... First model of the Plan ( Soccomm previews ) 
(continued from pege 3) Tuesday, December 7 
wlll perform. The band Is made up of 
WPI students and admission Is free. 
Showt ime Is 4:00 p.m. 
rigidity, an escape from provincialism, 
and more debate and Interaction be-
tween faculty and students. 
the nature of WPI. Faculty qualifications 
were examined - differences in duty, 
responsibilities and perogatlves. There 
was a feel for an important change In 
living arrangements, administrative 
structure and a devised system that 
would bring the entering student to the 
point where he could take Intelligent 
advantage of the freedom of choice and 
responsibility for his own learning. 
Clnematech Fiim Serles presents 
"Olva", a film savored most for Its style 
and unusual Imagery. The setting Is In 
France and it's guaranteed to keep you 
on the edge of your seat. Admission Is 
free and open to the public starting at 
7;30 p.m. in Alden Memorial Auditorium. 
Thursday, December 9 
Artie Traum will provide the enter-
tainment for this week's coffeehouse. 
Artie Is an acoustic guitar player who 
performs a wide variety of mellow music. 
The show begins at 9:00 p.m. In the 
Wedge. 
Another way the committee was able 
to assess student opinion was by visit· 
Ing the dorms and different fraternities. 
After assessing opinions and Ideas, 
the committee was able to present some 
objectives tor the school which Included 
classical education, middle college in· 
ventlon and entrepreneurship, and se-
veral others. 
'"Education is what Is left after one has 
forgotten what he has learned," and that 
was precisely what WPI was looking to 
accomplish. 
There will be a twist to this Tuesday's 
Happy Hour as "The All Cotton Band" 
Now was the problem of implemen-
tation, which reQuired major changes in What You Can Do? 
752.A!IA2 
...,.iilii, 791 ·1748 HHIHLAND IT 
The faclflly needs your inpul in order to make a well informed decision '\O 
help them out - take the Plan reevaluation procei.s seriously and voice your 
concern. Here is what you can do: 
I. talk to your advisor 
2. talk to faculty members listed in Newspeak 
S. attend Committee on Academic Policy meetmgs• 
4. auen~ faculcy meetinw-• 
5. read lhe literature available in the libra 
6. use Newspeak to speak out 
7. talk to your fellow students and join together 
8. auend CCS meetings• 
OPEN ~" '. . ~,~ 11 M'>'!• 'nrt l t"-1u1c, ~ 1! 1 1tn1 to 1 011' 'Juf l!H, \pm to .1 dill •.sre CCS bulletin board and this i<.!)Ul'Of Newspeak foi"meeting times and 
locations. FAST TAKE-OUT SERVICE 
CHALLENGING 
ENGINEERING POSITIONS 
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has openings for: 
Electrical Engineers 
Industrial Engineers 
Mechanical Engineers 
The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel , convert, and repair NUCLEAR SUBMARINES. 
Work involves design, development, and testing of submarine systems and equipment. 
Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $26,000 within 2~ years if hired at GS-5 and 1 ~years 
if hired at GS-7 level. 
BS Engineering degree and U.S. citizenship required. 
Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid sick leave -
outstanding retirement program - choice of health & life insurance programs. 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employes over 9,000 employees. The Shipyard is a 
leader in the Life-cycle maintenance and modernization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparalleled 
challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All season 
sports and other activities are available within minutes. 
The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on December 16, 1982. 
If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit your resume to: Industrial 
Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH 03801. 
The Shipyard is an equal opportunity employer with a commitment to affirmative action. 
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"What do you think of the new rule that doesn't allow persons under 20 Into the 
Pub during . Friday Happy Hour?'' · interview's by Robert DeMawa. 
Photographs by Dan Jacavanco. 
1. "The restriction on people Is thtt 
wrong avenue to go through • , • If the 
Pub employees were doing their jobs 
and there wers an adequate number of 
pub employees, there would be more 
security ... the problem would be solved 
with Increased security." 
2. 'We go to the pub .• . well, we wentto 
the pub ... wedldn'tdrinkoranythlng . •• 
It's a great way to meet people •• • the 
general purpose (of happy hour) was to 
have fun •.• not to get drunk." 
3. " It's fine. It's one way to take care of 
it (the oroblem)." 
4. A lot of my friends and my friends' 
friends are under 20. We used to go in 
there Juat to talk, but we can't do that 
anymore." 
- Bill Holland '83 EE 
5. "I think In a school this small that 
they shouldn't say that freshmen and 
sophomores can't get In . . everybody 
goes there to talk and to meet everybody 
••• It will diminish the number of people 
there." 
- Bob Skratton '84 ME 
TAPE DECK DEALS 
SON\' FX 33. Full Lock Controls. Son Touch 
Automatic Tape Selector. Musk Search. Dolby. 
$149 
TEC"H~ICS RSM 22• Tape Deck "Ith Dolby C. 
. $129 
HATACHI DE II Cuaette Deck whh Dolby 8 . 
$87 
JV(' KDIO $89 
AUTO SOUND 
PAN /\SONIC' AM/ •"M In Duh Caattte. 
Repula Track. Fader. 5 Station Pre-Set. $125 
Excillenl DHI on PANASONIC 810 AM/ FM 
Di&ltal Tuner with Cassette. 6 AM/ FM Pre-Set 
Stations. Built in Fader. Sttk Feature. Only 
$219 
EQUALIZER DEAL 
MXR tO BAND PER CHANNEL 
STF.RF.O GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
$99 
SPECIAL OFFER 
ONLY WITH THIS COUPON 
TDK SA 90 OR MAXEl.I. UDXI. 90 
ONLY Sl.99 
\ "'" I hutn 1111h "1111 lhl' C tMtpun. I lmlt I .,., ( 1N1tmn. 
------· .... 
- James Dumas '85 ME 
- Robin Gately '86 CM 
I I 
6. "I don't go to happy hours, but It 
seems to me that by restricting who goes 
In, you are also restricting the extent to 
which a person can be "happy" •.• what 
about people who are friendly with 
underclassmen? There's more to the 
concept of happy hour than Just drink-
ing." 
- Joan Marler '83 ME 
RISTMAS 
SYSTEM DEALS 
ST ATE OF THE ART SYSTEM DEAL 
r · - · · · -·· · -·· 1 1 - • .. ••••• • • ••· I ' 
• • •J •J I •j >) 
HARMON KAROON 3301 AM/FM Receiver. 
Hlsh Current Capability. Low Neptln 
Feedback Amp. Discreet ClfcultryComponentry. 
Al.USON SIX (LE CUBE} 1-Way A~lc 
Suspended Speakers. Top-Flrtna I" AIUson 
Patented W ooler with an Accutatt Crisp Dome 
Tweet«. Sen.tional lmaafnt! -~ 
~
__/ 
' 
t-
" TEC'HNICS SLB21 Superior Semi-Automatic Bell Drive Turntable. Accurate Oampmtd Cueing. 
Variable Speed Control with Strobe. 
SYSTEM PRICE $599 
- Bill Cahalane '84 CH 
7. "I'm on the Pub Council. We dis-
cussed a lot of different ways to police 
(the situation}, but we couldn't come up 
with anything more equitable • • . If 
people don't like this and they see 
another way for (happy hour) to work. 
then that's why we're here." 
- Marty Ferguson '84 EE 
·' 
COMPONENT SPECIALS 
REW¥ERff TECSA N 
2t W.cta Ptr a-et 
TECHNICS SA 216 
599 
15 Watts Pn ChuML Dfsbl r- w / Pre Sets 
JVC RKH 
lt Wattl Per Cbuntt 
SANSUI R7 
45 WMtl P• a....I 
TU~ABLES 
TEC SSL 5 
Unaer Tl'llCMt' 
JVC LAii 
TAPE DEALS 
5169 
$129 
5119 
5119 
569 
SA LE ON 90-MINUTE TAPES 
•"UJI FL 1.4' 
TDK SA 1.29 
MAXF.1.1, UDXL II 90 2.69 
MAXELL XI. lh 3.29 
MAXELL XL 11 3.69 
TOK TllO VIDEO TAP£ $9.99 
MAXELL TllO VIDEO TAPE 59.50 
Lowest tape prices in this 
sector of the 1alaxy ! 
OPf\ ~l \IJ"4t'S 
l HRf < JIRTSTW.1S 
12 1mo11·5 p .m. l HE ELECTRIC STOl<E fE~J 
AlJDIO CO!\otPONENTS FOR HOME AND AUTO 
AT THE H(NSIDE PRICE" 
400PARK AVENUE,WORCESTER (NEXT TO THE PUB) 
OPEN M-F 11 :00-9:00, SAT. 10:00-6:00 753-3440 
GIFT C'fRTlflC'Alfc; 'l;Q\\ \\\II \l:H I 
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• 
Pub restriction shows lack of communication 
To the Editor: 
last Thursday a letter was sent out to 
WPI students by Glenn Deluca, Assis-
tant Director of Student Activities, In-
forming us that no persons under 20 
years of age will be admitted to the Pub 
during Friday happy hours. While Mr. 
Oeluca'a concerns regarding alcohol 
consumption by those underage are 
legitimate, the measure which hu been 
taken MemS unjustified. Besides being 
an outright ban on attending a WPI 
eoclal function for nearly half of the WPI 
undergntduate population, It represents 
a lack of communication with the WPI 
community and Indicates disrespect for 
the persona.I Integrity of WPI students. 
The Goat's Head Pub la an establish-
ment which la currently run and partially 
subsidized by WPI. Most would agree 
that It Plats for the benefit of the WPI 
community, and that Friday happy 
hours are WPI social functions. Consi-
dering the financial expenditure which 
one must make to attend WPI, an 
undergntduate would expect to be al-
lowed to attend WPI social functions, 
remaining within the limits of the law. 
Indeed, Friday happy hour is one of the 
few Instances where a student can 
con~ Informally with other students 
aa well •faculty members, an essential 
aspect of a healthy Intellectual environ-
... ,,.,. Polley 
WPI Ne•1p1111l walcorw .....,_to the editor. Letten aubmm.ct for the 
publlcellon ahcM*t be IJpecl (double IPM*I) 8nd contain the typed °' printed 
,... of the Mlthor • ..a • the euthor'a llgneture. Letten ahould contain a 
phone ......., tor ~ ltudenta aubmlttlng letten to the editor ahould 
put...., a- ,_. .,._ lhW nmne. Faculty 8nd atatf lhould Include their full 
W.. U... dlllMd llbeloua or mleuMt to the WPI community wHI not be 
puH1Md. 
T"9 ecllof9 ,_,,.the rtghtto edit ...... b' correet punctu.eton Mdepelllng.' 
Leaanto ... edllor .. duebrnoonon lheSlllurdayprecedlng~.Send 
"-to WPI boll 2472 tw bring~ to the Ne•ap1111l Office, Riley 01 • 
..,c;-un• J ar11o1e1 NfleCt the opnlone of the wrtt.r and not nee 111arfly 
IUSPS S3&-.tlO) 
TIM....._. M••' ''"of Wcwc1111r Palyt9chitlc lndtute 
Box 2472 WPI. WOl'OMW, ~ 01IOI 
Phone ('11) 7111414 
............. 
John Mar 
... ...., 
o.bbie Allen 
............. ,...., 
SteYa Knopping 
aportaetltor 
Joe Gnmes 
Jeanne Benjamin 
Howard B. Bernard 
Ed Childs 
Greg Dearborn 
John Delaney 
Robert OeMattla 
Steve Demers 
Annamaria Diaz 
Dave Orab 
John S. Oranchak 
Robert Eiermann 
Samir Ghosh 
Dan Jacavanco 
Marlon Keeler 
•••-lrM:tWf 
Li .. Longwell 
~ ....... ., 
Mary Montville 
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Larry Leung 
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Mike Roush 
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Maureen O'Brien 
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Howie Cyker 
Greg Doerschler 
Eric Schade 
Kevin Sentry 
Scott Schenker 
Victor Schubert 
Joe Sheehan 
Mark Skinner 
Kirsten Storm 
Geoff Strege 
David P. Tormey 
Cano Verrengla 
Dave Wall 
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ment. 
Problems which arose during happy 
hours on Fridays are twofold: large 
crowds making It difficult to obtain 
beverages, and large numbers of under-
age persons consuming alcohol. In 
re.ponae to the former item. sufficient 
consideration has not been given to 
Improving the current serving methods 
to expedite the process. Regarding the 
underage problem, the hand stamp 
system has proven Inadequate, partially 
because It Is not always enforced. 
Additional effort directed toward light-
ening this system or developing a better 
one could likely have produced a work-
able solution to the problem. 
A more Important Issue concerns the 
disrespect for student Integrity and lack 
of communication exhibited by this 
decision. The WPI community was not 
forewarned In any way of this action. In 
the letter which Mr Deluca sent to the 
WPI campus, he stated that "Many 
atudenta under 20 view the current 
system as a game to be beaten ... " White 
admitting this, no attempt wu made to 
dispel this view and convey the severity 
of the problem to the atudenta, Including 
lnfonnlng us. that continued violations 
would result in such actions aa that 
which has Just been taken. Deluca 
acknowledges that "any system can 
only work If all Involved cooperate," yet 
no sincere effort was Initiated to gain 
cooperation from Pub patrons. 
I believe that a system which Includes 
an improved method of Identification, 
more efficient serving techniques, and 
which stresses student awareness and 
the necessity of cooperation should 
have been implemented prior to any 
serious consideration about not allow-
ing those between the ages of 18 and 20 
Into the Pub. Such a system could 
possibly have Included WPI Implemen-
ted ·penalties for violators. Perhaps the 
measure which was Implemented last 
week was done so an as "easy way out" 
to the problem. In any event, the issue 
needs to be re-evaluated and a sincere 
attempt made to arrive at a more 
congenial solutlon . 
- Greg Ooerschler '84 
( ___ c_o_M_M_E_NT_A_R_Y __ )
News from the Nation's capitol 
by Jean Salek 
- Who's going to get sent home first? 
- Don't worry Tom, we've got four more weeks to find cheap beer, so for now, let's 
dance. 
- We're wondering If Larry Is really a workaholic or If that secretary la taking him 
out to dinner now Instead of lunch. Besides, Larry atlll thinks our address Is 1440 
Rhode Island Avenue. Please eend Larry quarters ... he's Into 25' movies. 
- Brian, allu "eexy bod", is on his way back to Georgetown to find "that girt", but 
the girls In 313 and 314 love him best - especially when he dances . 
- Jim still can't decide whether girts can make decisions or not, but the gins have 
decided that he gives the best backrubs .•. thanks for the roses, Jim. 
- "Maid" Jean, wake Kathy and Cathy up by 6:30 so that they can take a shower and 
you can get your beauty rest. What do you mean Jean the Maid doesn't do dishes? 
If you spray that bug spray, we're opening the window - the Tijuana kid. 
- Nancy Is on the phone, where ls "Big Time"? Oh, Dave ls downstairs smoking his 
pipe and playing Pac Man. 
- Steve, It doesn't snow on Capitol Hiii. How was the prom? Old Made enjoy It? Do 
you know what she's named? So Disco Steve, where did you find that funny hat? 
It's really enlightening. OH to Trinity again?? You are a glutton for punishment. 
- Kathy, how was your day? Are Tom and Amine picking on you again? Have you 
figure<! out the Metro yet? Answer the phone. What's our address? 
- Lessons provided in Arabic. Inquire In room 306 ... ask for Amine. Mellooo ••. 
blondes preferred. Drive much?? To the Palestinians ... are you from Lebanon 
too? - pun - Why don't you give Gigi a call, or Connie, or Jennifer, or .. 
- Karen, stop picking on short people. OK, let's go out and have a good time. Oh 
baby- one of these I Tom's little brother wants a date. Walt till you see your phone 
blll - San Diego Princess. 
- Chad and Loring are the same person. That's news to mel Look alive. Walk much? 
Limp faster, the laat Metro 1$ leaving the station. 
- Andy, have you received any mall for Michael Smith today? Go mooch dinner off 
your slsterl Love those taxi rides - especially when two "ladles" try to get money 
from you. 
- Cathy, do dishes much - or ever? Heard you had fun at the Irish Pub? See Cath 
for free packing service. Duck, here comes a flying mug Candid pictures at 
Georgetown. Leam not to mess around w ith Little Wllsacka. 
- Bruce, you are much too tense - loosen up babyl It's no biggie. Superdancer -
Excellent chicken. boy you'll make someone a good wife. 7: 1 - How do you like 
those odds? 
- Marie's got Jacuzzi withdrawal symptoms, or maybe jet lag. Prom Queen, sure 
can tip the cup. Learn how to chug. 
- Terri, have any cornflake fights lately? Stop picking on me. Whal do you mean no 
ringing? It's 3:00 p.m., send Terri home cause she Is tired. 
- Paul and Tony - keep up the good wort( and enjoy Washington while you are 
here. 
"HAPPY HOLIDAYS" from the entire Washington Project Center Group. 
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A Goat's Head above the competition 
by Nell Sullivan overhead slowly spinning for no partl-
What does the Goat's Head Pub have cular reason. The Pub has sticky floors. 
to offer the average WPI student? It Is So sticky In fact that anyone trying the 
obviously lacking In some very basic new wave dance, "The worm", might 
areas necessary to make a successful never be able to get up. The pub has no 
bar. So how does the Pub stack up romantic corners. In fact, the closest It 
against other bars? has to a romantic comer Is the wall 
The Pub has no Tiffany lamps, no where the video games rest, where 
romantically lighted corners for lovers anyone living a second childhood can 
and adulterers to slip Into and hold be humlllated by a computer program 
hands (or whatever they want to hold), wrltt~n by some thirteen-year-old from 
no cute little round tables with a flower Nebraska. The Pub has nice square 
or candle In the middle, and no fan tables that tip Just enough when some-
CO mp prep number 5 
Well seniors, it's time to start thinking 
seriously about your Comp. It's time to 
sharpen those technical skills and posl· 
tlon your psychology to tackle the most 
Intimidating of the degree requirements. 
But, relax seniors. During 8 term News-
puk ls offering "Comp Prep", which wlll 
be presented as a serlea of Engineering/ 
Science problems dulgned "to tighten 
you up" by challenging your alleged 
bearing as the stereotypical no-non-
sense student of technology. 
One problem wlll be presented each 
week. Submitted solutions that are most 
consistent with the :1plrlt of the problem 
statement wlll be printed In subsequent 
Issues. Not only seniors but also faculty 
administration, and underclassmen/wo-
men are Invited to try their hand. 
So here Is Comp Prep Problem No. 5 
with an Introduction to the author. Send 
In those solutions/ 
Introduction to the author 
The author of Comp Prep Problem #5 
Is our own Or. Lionel Hogbag, professor 
of Bio-Chemistry and former mustard 
dispenser at the Bluebonnet Bowl. Hog-
bag received much campus-wide ac-
claim for his pamphlet entitled "Oemya-
tlflcatlon and Shortening of the Titles 
Found In the 'Presentations and Papers' 
Section of the Monday Memo " 
Stories abound of Hogbag's exploits 
In the laboratory. During his lecture on 
the difference between molality and 
molarity, one enraptured student nod-
ded off, falling from the lab stool Into a 
vat of formaldehyde which pr898rved 
him long enough to bog Hogbag down 
in a term's worth of lltlgatlon. 
While explaining a separation process 
to another student, Hogbag stuck his 
finger Into a running centrifuge, which 
whirled him far enough across the room 
to put his surprised expression in con-
tact with the lip of a 10 kiloliter beaker. 
Or. Hogbag Is an expert on the 
chemistry of planets In the solar system. 
Unfortunately, Hogbag's expertise Is not 
of our solar ayatem, but of the solar 
system "N5R," which Is located In a 
remote galaxy outside the conatellatton 
Pagasus. How he knows anything about 
thls solar system remains a complete 
mystery. 
Or. Hogbag does have some know-
ledge of our planet Neptune, having 
once gone there In a dream. But he only 
took pictures of his wife standing below 
some statues and then came right back. 
Although Professor Hog bag has been 
assailed by his colleagues as "not 
knowing the difference between a ben-
zene ring and a Florida sink hole," we 
have deslded to print Professor Hog-
bag's Comp Prep Problem because It 
has the potential to eliclt the kind of 
nonsense we·re looking for. 
Chemistry: Neptune 
The Pioneer Spacecraft, launched In 
1972, wiJI pass the planet Neptune in 
1983 and scientists from all over the 
globe are getting very excited. They 
expect Pioneer's sophisticated optlcal 
equipment of coke bottles and flash-
lights to reveal a lazy, moody, but 
colorful atmosphere. Some scientists 
feel that Neptune's surface has the 
consistency of a Baked Alaska, whlle 
others Insist It ls not unlike that of 
buttered Jello. Most experts, though, 
agree that Its bubbling formations most-
ly resemble cream cheese and chives. 
status of being the planet most remotely 
positioned in the solar system. In an 
Interview for Friendly Orb, the eminent 
scientist and former carrot placer at 
Rockingham Park, Or. Ephretta Von 
WonWlnnerwln was quoted as saying: 
"Those heavy elements - how they can 
elevate it like that is beyond me."' 
Neptune can be seen In the North 
American sky about the time of the Guru 
Purnama. It wlll be off to the viewer's 
right just above the horizon between the 
big dipper and "Eat at Sweeney's" 
advertising plane. 
( COMpS WE'd likE TO SEE ) 
Qualitative analysis techniques have 
failed to turn up anything definite about 
Neptune's chemistry Once e specimen 
is available scientists feel they'll have 
more success consensus Is strong that 
not even primitive life forms wlll be 
found on Neptune, although one scien-
tist is sure he spotted a raccoon through 
his binoculars. 
Concerning the possibility of llfe on 
Neptune, one science fiction writer 
helps us get a feel of what It may be like' 
"Since Neptune is almost 3 bllllon miles 
from the sun. getting a tan requires a 
great deal of patience. And since It takes 
Neptune 165 years to make one revolu-
tion around the sun, most people don't 
live to enjoy the four seasons. And 
because they are so far out In the solar 
system, Neptunlans remain aloof and 
find It hard to be hospitable to those who 
just drop In." A second printing has not 
been called for. 
Neptune is soon to be elevated to the 
Based upon the foregoing and ·your 
general knowledge of Chemistry answer 
the followlng. 
1. If most experts are right and the 
surface of Neptune Is like cream cheese 
and chives, which of the major salt ions 
wlll most likely be present? Pepper 
Ions? Oregano Ions? 
2. Do you think that the earth and 
Neptune have good or bad chemistry? 
Explain using "Quentin's Law" which 
states: "The good chemistry between 
any two planets is Inversely proportional 
to the distance between them." What 
would Neptune and Mercury have In 
common? 
3. Using the Kensington Alignment 
Serles (without substitutions and duck-
ing the n/2, n1/4, ... n•/? trapping ) 
perform the Steinmetz e>Cpanslon of the 
ignoble gasses tor the Neptunian bathy-
sphere. 
one leans on them to splll beer all over 
the offending leaner. The Pub has doors 
to open when the air gets so sweaty that 
a tropical fish may swim by at any 
moment. 
Some might say the Pub has no class. 
No one In the Pub has enough class to 
lift his pinky while drinking (a sign of 
polished etiquette often displayed by 
' 
hairdressers). In fact, anyone lifting his 
pinky while drinking In the Pub would 
quite likely find himself all alone at a 
table with twelve chains around It. 
How can the Pub possibly have class 
when green and red stamps are used to 
brand all Pub-goers? No one with any 
claaa walks around with a stamp on the 
back of his hand. No one ever sees 
Ronald Reagan with a aploch on his 
hand. Slmllarty, Jerry Falwell, Cher, and 
Larry Holmes (If Larry Holmes did not 
have claae who would tell him) never 
bear the acar of a collegiate socialite. 
Richard Simmons and Don Rickles have 
stamps on their hands, and It Is rumored 
that Ted Kennedy can often be seen with 
a green sploch on his forehead. 
The Pub has no theme, per se. It la not 
designed like a railroad car. It does not 
have movie posters In place of wall-
paper. It Is only subtly decorated with 
fraternity and sorority plaques and by 
the atuffed goat's head that prominently 
does not reside on any wall where no 
one can see It. 
The Pub does not have Joe the 
bartender who knows how to mi>C every 
drink from a Harvey Wallbanger to a 
Pina Colada and who listens to llfe-
ahatterlng problems and stops the local 
accountant from throwing himself off 
the local bridge. The Pub haa Frank the 
Chem. Eng.·who is trying 10 work his 
way through this school with the nickels 
and dimes that friends leave in those 
tacky cups on the bar. Frank the Chem. 
Eng. wlll be here until 1994. 
However, besides WA.CCC. the Pub ls 
the slngles scene on campus. Not since 
Leave It To Beaver can the average 
student get quality entertainment com-
parable to seeing a gweep trying to pick 
up a Becker girt. 
considering all that the Pub Is not, 
what Is It? Just a place where 1tudenta 
can see friends and profeaaor. at happy 
hours, dance to a band, watch a movMf 
or a football game, relax In the quiet 
during the "1low" nlghta, or just have a 
good time. It la an oasis amidst the 
hallowed walls of .cademla: the Pub. 
Double standard 
by Dave Wall 
Newspea#t Staff 
Thoee ot you who've been to your 
mall~ recently have probably come 
across a letter from Glenn Deluca 
regarding a Massachusetts law and how 
It applies In a situation llke the Goat's 
Head Pub. Mr. Deluca noted that the 
law is very difficult to enforce In peak 
business hours, especially the Friday 
afternoon happy hour. Therefore, In 
order to preserve the Pub's llquor li-
cense, he has decided to restrict the 
Friday afternoon happy hour to people 
over 20. 
As the hue and cry raises, remarks will 
be directed at Mr. Deluca, since it is his 
letter and his decision, and he Is the 
manager of the Pub. But what It boils 
down to la that the law Is the law, and 
screaming at or screaming about Glenn 
Isn't going to change It. 
But that doesn't make It any less 
Irritating 
Before we go any further, let us set 
they were caught committing a crime, 
they would be tried u an adult, and It 
comricted, aent to pri9on wtth the Net of 
the adult crlmlnata. Some atatee cha8e 
not to change their stanmrda, and there 
you stlll had to be 21 to see a dirty movie 
or buy a bottle of beer. 
As the 70'a wore on, it was noticed that 
deaths caused by drunk drlveni were 
becoming slgniflcant. And, In addition, 
one notices that the Incidence of teen-
age alcoholism was on the rise, and so 
on and so on. The statistics said that 
lowering the drinking age was a mistake. 
And so, some states, Massachusetts 
among them, began raising It. 
Okay. Nice sentiment. It might even 
make sense. But it Is silly. 
Thmk about It. 
You can be sent to die on the soil of a 
foreign country, defending a country 
and state whose laws don't let you drink. 
The law says you can be held respon-
sible for murder, but you can't buy a 
drink. 
( _________ o_u_T __ o_f __ T_u_R_N __________ ) 
some things straight This la not going to 
be a temperance lecture, a proclamation 
of the evils of alcohol, or anything like 
that. It Is going to be an Inquiry Into the 
loglc of our leglslators, whose grasp on 
reality Is occasionally a trite shaky. 
Almost everywhere In the country 
today. In the eyes of the law, a person Is 
considered an adult at age 18. This all 
comes from the emending of the Constl· 
tutlon In the early seventies stating that 
the age of franchise would be lowered to 
18. That amendment was a display of 
amazing efficiency by the Bureaucracy 
- It was out of both house11 in less than a 
week and It was approved by the 
required 38 states by July of the same 
year. If one wants to look back further. 
one can attribute this to the thriving 
youth activism of that period But It 
wasn't really a new Idea. In the Roman 
Empire, for example. a male could own 
property and be a member In a legion at 
the ripe old age of 14. 
In the wake of this, many states also 
accepted 18 as the standard for a lot of 
other things. The argument of that t ime 
was simple If the 18-year-olds could 
vote. they ought to have all the privileges 
society rewards the mature. And they 
would have all the responsibility, too. If 
You are old enougn to drive a car, start 
a family. and assume control of every 
facet of your life except to go out and get 
a bottle of schnapps. You could get 
married, and according to the law. you 
could not partake In the toast. 
Siiiy, isn't It? 
It makes one wonder. This rationale Is 
the same one guiding the country. The 
patriot might wonder why today's youth 
is not willing to defend the American 
Ideal. How can we? 
I wasn't going to write about this at 
first , I thought It was simply a reaction to 
not being able to go to happy hour. But 
ir government can't make consistent 
decisions, then something Is wrong. 
This Is what Is called a "double 
standard" It Is not only the earmark of 
flaws In a Judlclal system, but is one of 
the classic techniques of parental me-
thods to explain why elder siblings can 
do something that the younger children 
can't do 
And what's really frustrating Is that 
this isn't even effective. Any high school 
student wi th an ounce of brain has got 
his liquor channels well lald out If they 
went it, they'll come up with 1t. 
One wonders if the legislators don't 
have anything better to do 
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... everything you· wanted to know about ABET 
(continued from pege 2) 
all their requirements (the school's) In 
order for ABET to contlnue accrediting 
that program. Since there are no re-
quffild courses at WPClt Is dlttlcult to 
match a WPI student's currlculum to the 
ABET model. The current recommenda-
tions by faculty and students floating 
around campus are In response to 
ABET's report (received In Aprll, '82), 
the result of serious evaluations on the 
part of the WPI community. The philo-
sophy of the Plan is not In danger. The 
proposals, (and there are now many), 
are what the authors feel will not only 
enhance the plan, but also follow 
ABET criterion. However, there still may 
be other resolutions on which WPI and 
ABET can concur. 
Outlined below are the major points of 
criticism taken from the ABET final 
report with additional supporting facts. 
A. ..Every staff member Interviewed 
felt that the workload was greater than 
the faculty could sustain over a long 
period. There seems to be a shortage of 
faculty and an unequal division of 
protect supervision." 
Projects are considered the most 
Important part of the WPI education but 
they also place an enormous burden on 
the teculty. 
B. "The specific weakness evident ln 
all programs but Chemical Engineering 
Is that students are able to graduate 
without the one-half year of basic 
sciences required by . . . the ABET 
Engineering criteria." 
The founders of the Plan considered 
basic sciences comparable to the hu-
manities In that they are essential for a 
well-rounded education. However, they 
didn't foresee that engineering and 
science majors would not be taking 
enough basic science for that was the 
case in the past. This explains the 
current absence of a science require-
ment and why we have the Humanities 
Sufficiency. 
C. "It Is essential that advising pro-
cedures be tlghted to ensure that the 
ABET criteria are being met by all 
graduates of the accredited programs." 
O. ''The grading system may allow 
marginal or unqualified students to 
survive until the competency exam 
Identifies them." Such students should 
be Identified earlier and wlth the present 
system, this responslblllty rests heavily 
on the advisor. 
E. ABET feels that our competency 
exam should be a comprehensive exam 
which would objectively test a student's 
knowledge In his accredited program. In 
other words, ABET wants to use the 
Comp to prove the student has adhered 
to the program since without required 
course work they have no other way of 
knowing this. The Comp Is presently 
used to test a student's competency to 
carry out his/her prospective career 
through the solving of "real llfe" prob-
lems. 
What do you think of ABET's com-
ments? Do you agree. disagree? Maybe 
you have Ideas as to what should be 
done about them Students' Ideas are 
very Important since they come from a 
different viewpoint. Without student opi-
nions the faculty has only their own 
point of view to go on. They are the ones 
who make the final decisions. While It's 
Important that we make our Ideas 
known, It's even more important that we 
go about It In the correct way. 
One suggestion from Dean Van Al-
styne Is as follows: Once students gain a 
fundamental understanding of the is-
sues at hand, he said they should form 
groups each representing one viewpoint 
towards a single Issue. The next step 
would be to present that viewpoint to 
faculty members. By visiting these fac-
ulty, your Idea wlll be strengthened or 
revised and hopefully gain support. 
Slttln In on faculty meetings Is also a 
good Idea in ordertogaln further Insight 
Into the Issues by hearing other points of 
view. The Committee on Academic 
Polley, (CAP). Is the organization re-
sponsible for any changes In our educa-
tional program and Is a good place to 
start. Next voice your opinion publicly at 
meetings. Student action taken in this 
way, Van A said, "certainty would re-
ceive serious consideration ." 
Another suggestion Is to take time to 
carefully answer the upcoming Execu-
tive Council questionnaire on student 
opinions. We will complle the answers 
and present them at the faculty meet-
ings. 
The time element Is another factor. 
This issue Is extremely Important and 
should not be resolved In a rushed 
manner. However, If any changes are to 
be Implemented next fall, they would 
have to be approved sometime before 
the end of 0-term. Consequently, Pro-
fessor Orr, chairman of CAP, would like 
to see organized student response com-
pleted by the first few weeks of C-term. 
The time to act Is NOWI!! If you feel 
strongly about an Issue and would like to 
voice your opinion, talk or write to Gerry 
Earablno, Box, 446. He and the CCS will 
get you started and support your efforts. 
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... the un-happy hour 
(continued from page 1) 
December 3. They estimated that atten-
dance had dropped only by ten percent 
at the most, i,nd noted that the new 
regulation made working behind the bar 
and on the floor of the Pub much easier 
since they did not have to search for 
underage drinkers. 
Anyone who has a constructive, alter-
native proposal or suggestion Is en-
couraged to contact Glenn Deluca In 
the Dean of Students Office. 
Overnight parking 
WPI students are reminded that there 
Is no overnight parking allowed In the 
East or West campus lots except by 
special arrangements made In advance 
with Campus Police. Also, during the 
upcoming Christmas break, there will be 
no overnight parking In anyWPI parking . 
lots except by special permlsalon ob-
tained in advance from WPI Police. 
... scientific and technological 
impacts on society 
(continued from page 1) 
ci tizen," she declared, "must under-
stand all risks Involved and participate In 
these value judgments." Scientists and 
engineers, she explained, have a dif-
ferent role; they must not only contri-
bute to the extension of knowledge but 
they must also assess the magnitudes of 
the risks and benefits of their research 
and Inventions and articulate them to 
the public. She emphasized that the 
expertise of these researchers does not 
give them superiority over other citizens 
In value judgments. She explained the 
Importance of the Interaction between 
scientists and society, pointing out that 
WPI students gain Invaluable experi-
ence In doing their IQP, "because they 
are made to realize that although sci-
ence and technology are eaaentlal, they 
alone cannot solve scientific problems." 
She then closed her speech with a 
thought for all those attending. "Science 
and technology can develop better 
technologlcal options; the Implemen-
tation of these options Is a social, 
economic, and political matter.'' 
3' x 5'5" 
The future of Two Towenr: Part IV 
Plan makes students more responslble 
for their own education 
by Ed Williams 
ccs 
The Plan was a set of procedures set 
up to achieve the goal of WPI. The Plan 
was put together after reviewing the 
reports of sub-committees and was also 
Influenced by other faculty and student 
input. The Plan was designed so that the 
student would be responsible for his or 
her education and lifestyle. This design 
also made provisions for the flexlbllity 
required to accommodate the varying 
backgrounds and needs of students. 
The Plan required new degree re-
quirements to help achieve Its goal and 
also to ensure that students were achiev-
ing :his goal. These degree require-
ments are: a Comprehensive Examina-
t ion In the major field of study. qualifica-
tion In a minor field of study either by a 
Sufficiency Examination or by two units 
of work in a minor area, two units of work 
Involving independent-study or project 
work, one being In the major fleld of 
study. These requirements would pro-
vide the flexibility required to create 
Innovative, technological, and humanla-
tlc students. 
Each student would be asalgned an 
academic advisor who would aaaist the 
student In developing his or her aca-
demic program. The advisory program 
2'8" x 6'3V2" 
was considered to be an Integral part of 
the Plan which required motivated and 
enthusiastic faculty. The faculty would 
also play an important role In stimula-
ting the students In courae and project 
work. 
The Plan called for an environment 
that would help the student become a 
mature responsible adult. This was to be 
achieved by allowing the students to 
make their own decisions but also to 
hold them responsible for them. This 
environment would not Involve a strict 
set of laws which would be strictly 
enforced but rather would allow stu-
dents to think for themselves and be-
come respectable adult members of our 
society. Soclal events and student fa-
culty Interaction are also Important 
aspects of this environment. 
The graduate program was to be 
Included as an Important part of the 
overall revltallzatlon of the college. In 
order to fulfill this requirement the 
program would need some revisions. It 
WH decided that an attempt to refurbish 
the undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams simultaneously might be detri-
mental to both programs. Hence the 
major efforts would be focused on the 
undergraduate program and the gra-
(contlnued on .,.... 10) 
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LIFE SIZE PORERS 
Get these llfe size, full color Bu.ch Bunk 
House posters for only $2.00 each. Or. 
order the complete set of three for just 
$5.00. 
DOOR-Cover an existing door or 
hang it on the wall and add a door to 
your room. Full color, life size. Just I 
think, a cold Bu.sch waiting at the 
door! 
BRt5S BED- This is an Incredible 
poster! A brass bed In your room 
for just 2 bucks. Don't pass it up. 
WlteOW- A Busch Cowboy makes 
agetawayoutofyourroom. Lookfor E A C H 
the rattlesnake hatbandt 
,-----------·------------------------~ Busch Bunlc House ut. Size Posten 
HIRl'S HOW TO ORDER 
Please 11 Window poster(s) at S2 00 each (P.141) 
send A Ooorposter(sl at $2.00each (P.140) 
me d Bed poster(&) at S2 00 oach (P.1391 
"- set(sl. one of eadl poster at S5 00 per set (P.1421 
Make cheek or money O«Mr payable to Busch Bunk House 
Poster Offer 
VourName 
Address 
Cty Stahl 
Mail to: PTOjecl Inc Allow 4 6 ..eeks b' ~ VOid 
IS301 M1~hNf•• wlM!re proh twtiKi Oller good while 
St Louis, MO 63139 1UOOll09 last ~--------·---------------------------' 
Pllge 10 NEW SPEAK 
... Plan makes students 
more responsible 
(continu.ct from pege t) 
duate program would later be evaluated 
and reworked so as to be beneficial for 
Itself as well as the undergraduate 
program. __ _ 
The ptan also Included a schedule for 
the Implementation of the new program. 
This schedule would allow progressive-
ly larger numbers of Incoming freshmen 
to participate Jn this new program while 
not Interrupting the academic orOQrams 
of the upperclassman; the uppercrass-
man would not be totally left out of the 
program because they would benefit 
from new course offerings and teaching 
methods and also the spirited atmo-
sphere created by the Plan . 
Bravo for Saga 
by John S. Dranchak 
Newspeak Staff 
Saga: Wodd"a Apart (C.8.S.) This past 
September saw the entry of another 
Canadian rock band into the American 
music me,rttet. WOl'tda Aplirt Is Saga's 
first Amencan release, but Is actually 
their fourth LP.. At the time of its 
American release WOl'tda Apert had 
already been certified gold in Canada 
and Germany and with good reason. 
Saga's style of music could most 
accurately be described as accessible 
art rock. The Influence of British pro-
gressive rock acts such as Genesis, King 
member of the ensemble knows It Is the 
overall group sound that really counts 
Another feature of Saga's "trademark" 
sound Is their heavy emphasis on key-
boards. With three of Sag&'s five mem-
bers playing keyboards at one time or 
another, they create a lush wall of 
sound. Also, not to be forgotten Is the 
guitar style of Ian Crichton. Instead of 
going for the popular "sustained" guitar 
that Is so popular today, Crichton, for 
the most part, reaches for (and a-
chieves). a very staccato and muted 
style, similar to fusion guitarist, Al 
Oimeola. 
(~ _____ O_N_T_h_E_B_EA_T _____ ) 
Crimeon and Yee la clearly evident In 
their mualc. Because of this back-
ground, their musk: sometimes sounds 
nwnlnlecent of Asia (forbetterorwot'M), 
becau9e AM'a beckground 19 British art 
rock. 
The key to Saga's eound la their strong 
emphuia on melody. Even the solos 
have • great melodic now. A good 
example of thla la the unison guitar/ 
keyboard aok> in "On The Looee."There 
are many other virtuoso displays on the 
album, bUt It la evident that each 
SCIENTIFIC 
& 
ENGINEERING 
The fact that they have their own 
characterfatlc sound Is great, but what Is 
even greater Is the fact that they can 
deviate from It ·without losing their 
0¥9fllll feeflng. They dleplay their di-
versity on the ballad oriented ••No 
Regrets (Chapter \I)" and the new wave 
Influenced "Conversations." 
In closing, all I can really say la, bravo 
for Saga, a band that well deserves the 
success they are now receiving. 
Records reviewed courteay of Musfc 
World In the Worceater Center Galterfa. 
ILICTRONIC TECHNOLOGY? 
THI WOllK WE DO TODAY 
IS THE STATl..OF-THE-ART 
TOMOltllOWI 
IUCTIIONIC natMOl.OOY? 
THI WOlllt WI DO TODAY 
II THI ITAQ.()P.TMl.AllT 
TOMOftOWt 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Rome Air O...elopmenl Cenrer - the lorllfll Air Fon• 
loborolOty devoted to elec:1ron1ca re1eorch ond 
d..,eloprnenl . 
The .a5th Engin-ring ond ln11ollo1ton Group -
•ft9•neerlng communlco1tort1 ortd electronoe 1y1tem1 
throughout the world 
Grifflu AFB recru1ten will be on compu1 Oec 8th. 
Interviews w ill be for c1v1hon opporlun111es 01 •I•« 
troruo enginee rs and computer 1cient1111. 
ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
& 
485th ENGINEERING & 
INSTALLATION GROUP 
Griffin Air force ...... New York 
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A READING .UST TO UNDERSTAND THE WPI PLAN 
AND TO EVALUATE HOW WELL IT IS WORKING 
The Future of Two Towers, Parts I, II, Ill, fV. 
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance by Robert M . Pirsig. 
Recent department IQP, MQP, and Competency Exam self studies. 
A Freshperson Guide to WP!. 
WPI Journal Vol. 79, Nos. 5 & 6, Feb. · April 1976. 
Education at WP! - 1969 Through 1973 by John M . Boyd, Jan. 2, 1974. 
Report on Plan Implementation and Modular Education by John M. Boyd, 
August 1, 1976. 
The Educational Process at WPl: A Basis For Course Design, Sept. 1, 1977. 
The Impact of the WPI Plan on its Students and Graduates, 1972 - 1978, by 
Karen C . Cohen, Ph.D. 
Final Report of The Effects of the Implementation of the WPI Plan on the 
Faculty and Administration of Worcester Polytechnic Institute Worcester 
Massachusetts, by Frank Baker, Ph.D ., and John J. Gabarro, OBA, March, 
1976. 
WPI Graduates at Work: The Impact of the Plan on Early Career Development, 
by Geoffrey E. Bock, Ed.D., May, 1981. 
NSF Proposal. 
Final Report of WPI - NSF Advisory Panel, June 1975. 
Videotape of NSF panel at a WPI faculty meeting. 
Studies of the Competency Examination - Senior's Performance and Per-
ceptions, by Geoffrey E. Bock, £d.D., Consultant, August, 1980. 
The Zwiebel Report. 
CSA, CAP, and CAO committee minutes. 
ars of the Plan. 
Interested in Patent Law? 
Want to know how to 
protect your innovations? 
A Philadelphia lawyer will explain how. 
Sign up for Intersession course B368 
developing your ideas. 
Register with the Intersession Office 
until December 17 
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Journal portrays Plan 
by Paul H. Williams 
ccs 
NEW SPEAK 
NSF funded the 
Plan Inception 
by Gerry Earsbino 
CCS Chairman 
IQP relates 
Technology 
to Society 
by Ray Burlingame 
ccs 
Page 11 
This article presents important Ideas 
summarized from the WPI Joum•I 
(Feb./Aprll-1975) which came out when 
the first class of students educated 
using only the Plan was graduating. In 
this edition the four degree require-
ments are explained, comments on the 
success or failure of the Plan by people 
Inside and outside WPI are presented, 
and a brief history of the development of 
the Plan is given. This article will touch 
on some of the more interesting and 
pertinent parts of the WPI Journal. 
The first section of the journal raises 
some crucial points about the Plan. 
Implementing some of the four degree 
requirements was not easy. For In-
stance, how socially or technically or-
iented should an IQP be? When Is an 
IOP an MOP or an IQP? The com~nten­
cy exam was orlgl!lally called a compre-
hem .. a exam. Immediately the question 
of whether it was to measure compre-
hensiveness of a student's knowledge or 
a student's competency was raised. The 
question of what "competency'' was also 
was brought up. In the humanities 
department, It was found that most 
students were not properly prepared for 
the sufficiency. This resulted in the 
addition of "concept" courses to the 
curriculum. 
How successful was this radical 
change in education? Soon after the 
Plan was Implemented, Dr. Karen Cohen 
of M.l.T. conducted a study of pre- and 
post-Plan students. She concluded that 
the quality of academic work under the 
Plan was equivalent or superior to pre-
Plsn work. Despite the fact that the Plan 
greatly Increased the work load of the 
faculty. two-thirds of the faculty thought 
that the Plan offered a superior educa-
After the Plan's guidelines and struc-
ture were decided upon, WPl's new 
system of education was ready to enter a 
test period. The National Science Foun-
dation (NSF) funded the preliminary 
stages of the Plan's inception so they 
formed a committee to moniter Its 
progress. From 1972-1975 they scrut-
inized every aspect of WPI and lhe Plan . 
A summary of the final report Is present-
ed below. 
Each of the seven members of the 
panel contributed their final opinions to 
the complete document. They repre-
sented the different areas of society: 
education, science, engineering and 
Industry. Theatructure o1thelr visits was . 
left entirely up to the Individuals 
The IOP emphasizes Interactions be-
tween technology, society, and human 
needs. This means that with the WPI 
education, students will be able to 
assess the phllosoph1cal and social 
implications of their actions because it 
has become Increasingly evident that 
the Institutions and value systems of 
society are stongly related to Its rapidly 
changing technological base. As a de-
gree requirement, the IQP Is intended to 
effect a broader and more Integrative 
education for engineers and scientists. 
The means of executing such a pro-
ject development are Incorporate with-
in the WPI Plan. Preparation for each 
(contlnued on P9l9 14) (continued on pege 11) • (continued on ,..11) 
ENGINEmlNG 
TAKES ON EXCITING 
NEW DIMENSIONS 
INTHE 
AIR FORCE. 
Computer-generated design for m\estigaung 
structural slrengthi; ;md weakne:.:.e::.. 
Developing and managing Air 
Force engineering projects could 
be the most important, exciting 
challenge of your life. The 
projects extend to virtually every 
engineering frontier. 
8 CAREER FIELDS 
FOR ENGINEERS 
Air Force electrical engineer studying aircr.i.ft 
electr1cal PQWi!T oupply system. 
Engineering opportunities in 
the Air Force include these 
eight career areas: aeronautical, 
aerospace. architectural. 
astronautical, civil. 
electrical, mechanical and 
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse 
specialties are included in a wide 
variety of work settings. For 
example, an electrical engineer 
may work in aircraft design, 
space systems. power production, 
communications or research. 
A mechanical engineer might be 
involved in aircraft structure 
design, space vehicle launch pad 
construction, or research. 
PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY 
COMES EARLY 
IN THE AIR FORCE 
Air Force mech:mical en1uneer mspt"Cting 
Jircraft jet enginl.' turbme. 
Most Air Force engineers 
have complete project 
responsibility early in their 
careers. For example, a first 
lieutenant directed work on a 
new airborne electronic system 
to pinpoint radiating targets. 
Another engineer tested the jet 
engines for advanced tanker and 
cargo aircraft. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE NEW 
USAF SPACE COMMAND 
Artist's concept of the DSCS Ill Defense Satclhtc 
Commw11cat1oni. System i;atelhk. (USAF photo ) 
Recently, the Air Force 
formed a new Space Command. 
Its role is to pull together space 
operations and research and 
development efforts, focusing on 
the unique technological needs of 
space systems. This can be your 
opportunity to join the team that 
develops superior space systems 
as the Air Force moves into the 
twenty-first century. 
To learn more about how you 
can be part of the team, see your 
Air Force recruiter or call our 
Engineer Hotline toll free 
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call 
1-800-292-5366). There's no 
obligation. 
AIM HIGH 
AIR FORCE 
• 
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1'EFORMAt~ ~ FOR ~tKJNE 198$ J~·-'884COOPERATIVE 
EDUCATION WORK PERIOD 
Tueadey, December 7, 1982 
ATTENTION: 
€0MPUTER 
SCIENCE 
SOPHOMORES 
& 
JUNIORS 
The National Security Agency will soon be 
coming to the campus to interview 
Cooperative Education Computer Science 
students. If you are interested in Cooperative 
Education and wish to interview with the 
National Security Agency, please contact by 
Dec. 10: 
JOHN FARLEY, DIRECTOR 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM 
BOYNTON HALL - IST FLOOR 
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SALES REPS WANTED - Need ex:tra CAMERAFORSALE:Penur200mm,85 
cash? SeH-motlvated? Want to set your mm, & 25mm, full a .. ortment of fllten, 
own hours? Bt your own bou. Become VMtar 285 flash, tleel ce... tripod, 
a salet repreaent.tlve tor ARK Student more. Call John, 755--4672. $750.00. 
Bedding, Inc. Income potentlal It up to -------------
you. Mutt have o~ phone. For furttt.r 
Information, write: ARK Student Bed· 
ding, Inc. P.O. BoJC 534, Wenham, MA 
01984. 
TYPING - Reuontible r1tea. Mrt. Ca-
htll, 755-8551. 
FOR SALE: Tenor saxpphone, •pprox· 
lma\ely four y.art °'d, kept In lantastlc 
condJtlon. $400 or beat offer. Wrtte Box 
1891 for further detalla. 
FOR SALE: 1988 8ef Air, lookt llke XXXX 
but runt wen. a..t offer. Write Ben 1891 
tor details. 
THERE WILL BE A MIEETING of the -------''"--------
CAP on Dec:.13 •t4 P.M. In Klnnlcutt to 
get 1tudent and faculty lnputofchanget MY B.E. T.B.: I mlu you alreadyl-Your 
In the Plan. F.D.B.E.T.B. 
IQP/MQP OPPORTUNITY - I am look· 
Ing for a sophomore or junior who would 
b9 lntereated In atartlng a project on 
Multlnatlonal Corporation• In C.. Term. 
Cathy, Box 2278. 
SAVE $15 - Get your ski• profession-
ally tuned for only $10. It only tak" a 
phone can. Contact Scott Bishop 791· 
7911. 
I e • e It I I • I e I • t 8 e e I I I e I I•• I I I 
************* 
DISCOUNT ARMY-NAVY 
STORE 
WORCESTER COUNTY'S 
LARGEST ARMY & NAVY 
STORE 
"WHERE YOU CAN 
ONLY GET IT 
CHEAPER IF YOU 
ENLIST'' 
148 Main St., (near Lincoln 
Sq.) across from Marriot Hotel 
..• 753-2684 ..• 
..........•. ••!·············· 
WHAT ABOUT "GEEK OF THE WEEK?" 
CLASS OF '85 MORGAN 4th AADI· 
CALS, where are you? Let's Invade a frat 
party toon. Contact Led Zeppelln. P.S. 
Where's GH? 
ATTENTION WPI WOMEN: do you like 
to stay up untll 4 In the momtng beJng 
bored? If you do then consider SNAP a1 
a fun way to make money! We need more 
women on our staff. 
NEED A PRESENT for tornee>nt who 
he• everything - get them 1 PEA-
BRAINlll 
Christmas vespers 
to be performed 
On this Frfday at 4:30 in the afternoon 
the annual tradition of Christmas Ves-
pers will be performed In Alden Hall. 
This year the WPI Men's Ctiorus will be 
aided by the Regis College Glee Club in 
making this a memorable event for all. 
Christmas Vespers la an annual non-
denominated celebration In which the 
WPI community la gathered togetherin 
unison In remembrance of this Joyous 
season. During this concert, members of 
the faculty and student body wlll read 
excerpts from the Blble. This year the 
music will be Rlngwald's "The Songs of 
Christmas." This piece is an inspiring 
collection of excerpts from all the 
different carols ot the season . 
The Men's Chorus looks forward to 
having all of you there as we celebrate 
the Coming o1 the Lord. 
.............. 
TU:tsdaM, December 14 
Kinnicutt Hall 
Junlon 
5:00-6:00 
will cc:x.eer resumes 
and..,._r;.b 
sean.?h 
6:00-7:00 
general question 
and answer 
period will 
be conducted 
RED: I'm Hrloual Are you serious 1lao? 
Jack 
HEY SQUISH! Hope you had I very 
Happy Birthday, howwer don't you 
think Jeff lhould have been Invited to 
the October the 16th reunlon?t?t?l?t? 
IT SURE LOOKS llke E.T., but In the 
movie he didn't have the glueet, back-
pack, and Walkman. 
HI WARR ENI Whatasurprl9el Where are 
you? We thought you moved, Hope 
you're doing well. Alto warmJy - Dan 
and Roberta. 
WATCH OUT PGEMMA It looking to 
perform a function on m1 and that could 
result In m•. 
$200-$400 WORKING PART TIME OR 
FULL TIME at home. No experience. 
National company. For Information, 
Mnd a stamped aelf~addreued enve-
lope to : D.S., Dept. H, P.O. Box 5, 
Cherry Valley, MA 10524. 
ROOM AVAILABLE for male foreign 
student. Quiet room In family home. 51 Vt 
Howland Ttrr1ee, off Newton Square. 
757-.i028. $175 rent, Includes everYfhlng 
(telephone, utmu .. , kitchen prtvllege1, 
etc.) AYllllable January, 1983. 
DEAR RAW VEGGIE SPORTS, INC. You 
have annoyed Dr. o .. lh tor the last Ume. 
Apparently a elngle nuke wn not 
enough. Ht la now prepartng tor your 
totlll 11nnlhllatlon. I with I could help 
you. 
ATTENTION, There will b9 a nMetlng of 
the Roy.I Order of the CuM at the 
Comer of Institute end TrowbtldOt 
tome night every eoon. Be theN, or be a 
cube. 
AVON PRODUCTS FOR YOURSELF or 
Christmas glfta forewryone on yourll•t 
Pteue ... Lornlne Corey. WPI Mall 
Room, Boynton Hall, Lower LMel. 
TO AU MY PHI SIOMA SIOMA PALS, 
Thanks for the good Ume the other 
night! - Kermit the Frog. P.8. And I 
won't torv-t the Mohawk Tr1ll elthert 
DEAR STEPHEN, Gue.a who? Its ut 
again and lta bffn a very boring week 
w/o you know whlit. Anxloualy awalUng 
your speedy reply, We're the Distraught 
Frethmen. 
FOR SALE - Contllct Box 330, $475, 
TAS-80 Model I compuw, 11K RAM, 
Level II BASIC, Serles I - Edltor/Aa-
aembler. Complele with video, monitor 
and cuttle recorder. 
CAP open meeting 
The Committee on Academic Polley 
will hold an Informational meeting to 
discuss possible changes in the under-
graduate academic program on Mon-
day, December 13 at 5:30 p.m. In 
Klnnicutt Hall. This meeting Is open to 
all faculty and students at WPI . CAP will 
briefly review Its work to date, but the 
major purpose of the meeting ls to 
provide an opportunity for the WPI 
commulty to exchange comments and 
suggestions which will assist CAP In 
formulating Its recommendations. 
As announced at the close of the last 
academic year, CAP is conducting a 
broad review of the WPI Plan. Initial 
emphasis has been on the natural 
science education of our students, but 
essentlally all other aspects of our 
program have been discussed, or no 
doubt will be brought up in the future . 
We expect that the Implementation of 
some sort of natural science require-
ment will very likely be Integrated with 
other maJor or minor educational 
changes, all of which must be consider-
ed together. To date the only formal 
action taken by CAP ls an internal 
resolution that CAP considers the nat-
ural sciences to be "Important enough 
and currently neglected enough to merit 
a place In the re,.qulrements In the 
programs of all students." 
In addition to comments at the meet-
ing, written suggestions to any CAP 
member before or after the meeting are 
welcome. CAP members are: V. Blue-
mel, R. Bolz, W. Grogan, J O'Connor, J. 
Orr (chairman), A Pryputnlewicz, P. 
Skerker, A. Thompson, o. Welnshenker, 
0. Woods. 
CALENDAR 
Here is a calendar of upcoming events important to the 
Plan re-evaluation process. They are opportunities to 
become more aware of current discussions concerning this 
issue and to present your input. These are not all the events 
that will be going on - see the CCS bulletin board for 
additional dates and information .• 
Date Time 
12-13-82 4:00 PM 
12-16-82 4:05 PM 
1-25-83 -
Place 
TBA 
Klnnlcutt Hall 
Event 
CAP Open Forum 
Faculty Meeting 
2-8-83 Student proposals in the final stages 
2-17-83 4:05 PM Kinlcutt Hall Faculty Meeting 
3-10-83 4:05 PM Kinnlcutt Hall Faculty Meeting 
5-19-83 4:05 PM Kinnicutt Hall Faculty Meeting 
•All data subject to change, see CCS bulletin board for 
updates. 
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F/ddes get tourney MVP Philpot 6th player to hit 1000 points 
Clark recaptures city tourney 
by David P. Tormey 
Newspeak Staff 
The WPI Engmeers bowed to the 
Clark Cougars 88-76 in the final round of 
the second annual Home Federal Sav-
ings Worcester Four Tipoff Tournament 
held at Clark University on Saturday 
night. The Engmeers, who are now 2-2 
on the season, were keyed by the play of 
sophomore gl!ard Gregg F1ddes and 
second half. but the Blsons from Nichols 
wouldn't give In. With just seconds 
remaining In the game the Bi sons moved 
wlttiin 3 points of WPI and were threat-
ening to score again when Flddes made 
a key steal and put Nichols away for 
goOd. 
Earlier 1n the week WPI split two 
games as they lost their open1!r at Yale 
j~~ ~~~s~p~O~R_T~S~~~J 
maintained a small lead untll Clark took but came back to ~orcester to take their 
charge at 9 48 in the ftrst half. At thiS' first win from Wesleyan In Harrington 
point the Cougars powered past WPI Auditorium on Wednesday night. The 
and at the half Clark was up by 11 pomts. Engmeers were supposed to have a 
In the second half WPI staged a small tough time with Division I Yale, and they 
comeback on an offensive attack led by did. but despite the 99-81 score WPI 
Fiddes. Orville Balley, and Tri-Captain played fairly well. Orville Bailey (24 pts.) 
Jim Petropulos, but Clark only let the and Russ Philpot (16 pts.) were the 
Engineer& come within seven as they leading scorers for WPI while reserve 
stole the toumey title from last year's center Reynold DOdson scored 10 
winners. The difference in the game points and grabbed 10 rebounds alt in 14 
proved to be Clark's ability to handle the minutes of playing lime. 
barrage of fouls (60 In all) called against In the Wesleyan game WPI led almost 
both teams. Clark's tremendous all the way as they won a hard fought 
strength on the bench allowed them to battle 65-54. The Engineers' full court 
substitute liberally and avoid 1nd1Vidual press forced many Wesleyan turnovers 
foul trouble while live WPI players and probably made the difference In the 
fouled out In the game. Addes led all game. As for individual leaders, Orville 
WPI scorers with 20 points and captured Bailey and Russ Philpot each had 15 
the tournament MVP award. Balley and points followed by Greg Flddes who had 
Petropulos contributed 16 and 13 points • 11 total points. It was an exciting 3 point 
respectively to the Engineer's cause. game until Wesleyan began to panic In 
On Friday night WPI beat Nichols the last minute of play and began to 
College 75-72 to make thetr way to the intentionally foul in hopes of getting the 
flnatsofthetoumament.Greg Fiddes'27 ball. The Engineers connected on most 
points, Russ Philpot's 16 {to make him of their foul shots In the last minute to 
the 6th player In WPI history to hit the account for their 11 point win margin. 
1000 points in a career mark) and Chris 1 Overall It wasn't a bad start for WPI, 
Roche's 12 paved the way for WP l's win. and the team hopes to get another 
The Engineers looked as though they NCAA bid like they did last year. The 
would win as easily u expected as they next game Is this Wednesday at 8:00 
led by as many aa 12 points In the p.m. against ~bson at home. 
AIR 
FORCE 
ROTC-
When you're discussing something as 
Important as your future. it's urgent that you 
get the straight facts . . . and that you 
understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an 
important part of your future. We would like 
to outline some of the facts and invite you to 
look into gathering more. 
Jim Petropuloe 111,,. In lorthe leyup. - Mike Roush • 
... WPI Journal summary 
(continued from pege 11) 
tlon to a more traditional approach and 
that It was worth the extra work. Outside 
observers noticed a maturing of the 
faculty above that of most other Institu-
tions. Recruiting personnel from Indus-
try noticed that WPI students were 
better educated, more aware of the 
world, and in general better prepared for 
their career than students from other 
schools. 
During the first three years of the Plan, 
a blue-ribbon National Science Founda-
tion Panel monltered the implementa-
tion of the Plan. All the members praised 
the Plan for the education It was giving 
both the students and the faculty. They 
were also amazed at all the effort put In 
making the Plan a success. 
Up until 1968, WPI was a traditional 
engineering school. The movement of 
creating the Plan started with a dnve for 
faculty tenure In 1968. This was the first 
major accomplishment Initiated by the 
faculty In the history of the college. Later 
a committee to modernize the freshman 
curriculum was formed. and they 
recommended major changes for fresh-
men and sophomores. Dissatisfaction of 
the faculty with the educational process 
led to several other committees being 
formed to look at engineering education 
In general. These committees prOduced 
four reports, The Future of Two Towers 
Volumes I-IV. These reports investi-
gated the educational system, and vol-
ume IV provided the base for what Is now 
called the WPI Plan. A brief summary of 
these four reports are Included In this 
newspaper Issue. 
It's a fact: the Air Force· needs hlghly-
qualified, dedicated officers ... men and 
women. It's a fact: we need people in all kinds 
of educational disciplines. It's a fact: we're 
prepared to offer financial help to those who 
can qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholar-
ship. 
Get together with an AFROTC representa-
tive and discuss the program. We'll give you 
all the facts. It could be one of the most 
important talks you've ever had with anyone 
.about your educational plans. 
Contact: Ma or Joe Policastro 793-3343 
re 
Gotewoy too great woy of life. 
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WP/ wrestlers dominate season1s opener 
by Joe Gnmes 
Sports Editor 
The WPI Wrestling Team had com-
, plete control as they rolled over Norwich 
40-6, and shutout Bridgewater State 50-
0. 
Rich Testa and Roland Marquis was-
ted no time against Norwich as they both 
pinned their opponents In the first 
period. Jeff Horowitz won easily 13-7 
and Greg Langer defeated l:iryce Collins 
7-2. Collins was 4th In New England last 
year. Paul Wyman won a close decision 
over Bob Goodman and Stu MacEa-
chern returned to the WPI lineup pin-
ning his opponent In 34 seconds. Co-
captain John Atkinson returned to the 
lineup, after missing most of last season, 
and won easily 13-5. Co-Captain Mike 
Thorn, with his usual lntel)slty, 
crunched his opponent in 2:06. Bob 
Schwartz won 11-7 and Rick Boosey 
suffered the only WPI loss. ___ .... 
Against Bridgewater State there was 
no letting up and WPI continued their 
domination. Freshmen Bob Soares and 
lance Hall both won superior decisions 
winning 15-0 and 17-5 respectively. Jeff 
Horowitz pinned Chris Desantos one 
minute and 27 seconds Into the first 
period. Freshman John Dahill and so-
phomore Paul Wyman both won easily. 
Stu MacEachern finished a tough day 
receiving a forfeit. John Atkinson col-
lected his first pin of the season posting 
another first period pin. Mike Thorn won 
1 CJ.-4 and George Duane and Rick Boo-
sey finished the match in a hurry with 
pins. 
The return of John Atkinson and Stu 
MacEachem has helped solidify the WPI 
attack, along with a good crop of 
talented freshmen. It looks like another 
fine year for the WPI matmen. 
The next home match wlll be on 
Wednesday, December 15 at 7:00 In 
Alumni Gym against Brown University, 
Co-C.pteln Mike Thom control• hi• opponent 
- Ertc Soederberg. 
Put some spice in your life 
at the new Margaritaville 
A Mexican ~estaurant 
Watering Hole 
1 O Prospect Street on Route 20 
Auburn, Mass. at 
Otucb 
Steak House 
Phone: 832-2553 
Shot put record broken 
Scott Farber, a Junior from Randolph, 
Ma., broke his existing WPI Shot Put 
record with a toss of 51' 1.25" at the Tufts 
meet Dec. 1. The old record was set by 
Mark Dupuis at 49' 3.5" In 1972. 
CONGRATS, 
SCOTTI! 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute · 
Faculty Elected Committees 1982-1983 
Secretary of the Faculty 
A. F. Bourgault .............................................. - ................................. - ................ WS 305 
Committee on Academic Operations 
W.B. Miller_. ................................................................................... - ................... SH 202e 
G.E. Stannard ............................ - .................................................................. __ , AK 204 
K. Ljungquist. ....................................................... - .. --......................................... SL 14 
A.A. D'Andrea .................................................................................... _,_ .......... KH 202a 
J.E. Miller ................................................................................................. - .............. SL 330 
D. Diblasio. ..................... ._ ...................................................................................... GH 123 
A. Long, Ex-Officio ......................................................................................... Registrar 
W.R. Grogan, Ex-Officio ...... w ...................................... Boynton Hall, 2nd floor 
Committee on Academic Polley 
R.J. Pyrputniewicz ........................................ - ................................. - ............... HL 122b 
D.W. Woods ............................................................................................................. SL 238 
J.A. Orr. ..................................................................................................................... AK 306 
R.W. Thompson ........................... - ......... m .......................................................... GH 119 
V. Bluemel 
J.T. O'Connor 
R.E. Bolz, Ex-Officio ....................................................... Boynton Hall, 2nd floor 
w A. Grogan, Ex-Officio ............................................... Boynton Hall, 2nd floor 
Committee on Student Advising 
M.M. Hardell ........................................................................................................... AK 020 
D M. Wolaver .......................................................................................................... AK 305 
R.J Austin ............................................................................................................... WS 211 
P. Jayachandran ................................................................................................ KH 117a 
P.A. Christopher .......................... - ................................................................... SH 305b 
W.R. Grogan, Ex-Officio ............................................... Boynton Hall, 2nd floor 
A.F. Reeves, Ex-Officio .............................. ._ .......................................... Daniels Hall 
J.P. van Alstyne. Ex- Officio ......................................... Boynton Hall, 1st floor 
R.R. Borden .... , .......... ................................................................... HL 116 
.... 
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wltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tuesday, December 7 Friday, December 10 
Happy Hour Entertainment featuring "The All Cotton Band" In the Pub, 
4:30 P.M. 
IEEE 1983 Officer Elections, AK218, 4:00 P.M. 
Sunday, December 12 Clnematech Fiim Serles presents " Diva", Alden Hall, 7:30 P.M. 
Weekday Mass, Religious Center, 10:00 P.M. Evening Mass, Alden Hall. 10;00 P.M. 
Wednesday, December 8 
Monday, December 13 
Women's Basketball vs. Western New England, 7:00 P.M. 
WPI Stage band & Jazz Ensemble Concert, Wedge, 8 :00 P.M. 
Varsity Basketball vs. Babson, 8:00 P.M. Tuesday, December 14 
Thunday,December9 
Photo Sale In the Wedge, 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
Coffeehouse Entertainment, Wedge, 9:00 P.M. 
Varsity Basketball vs. Amherst, 8:00 P.M. 
Jewelry Sale in the Wedge, 9:00-4:00 P.M. 
Weekday Mass, Religious Center, 10:00 P.M. 
EE Dept. Holiday Party, AK south entrance, 4:15 p.m. All EE faculty and 
students welcome . 
••• NSF and the Plan 
... IQP defined 
althOugh all visited for three days in 
November and April. They Interviewed 
students, faculty, and administration, 
candidly or appointed. They had access 
to any documents they wished and they 
could go anywhere they wished . They 
attended meetings, classes, and sport-
ing events. After each visit they submit-
ted a report to WPI and the NSF. 
Overall. everyone was very Impressed 
by the efforts put forth by Dean Grogan, 
Presldenf Hazzard, Dean Bolz and the 
others in giving life to and Implementing 
the Plan and expressed gratitude at 
being chosen to partlclpate In "a very 
exciting project." Each felt the projects 
were an excellent tool and expressed 
concern that their quality might drop In 
later years. They felt that the workload 
·on the faculty might Increase and quality 
projects would be sacrificed for quantity 
.projects. _ 
Cost w&i> !mother major obstacle to 
the future of the Plan, the panel con-
sented and warned WPI of the poss10111ty 
of unconscious comer cutting due to 
cost. 
Objective grading, w ith Its complica-
tions inherent In the original pass-fall 
system was hlghllghted repeatedly. A-
pain. profect work was agreed upon as a 
built In check. 
Opinions on the comp were divided. 
Some saw it as a viable measure of 
competency and feared a comprehen-
sive exam; others felt it should combine 
both a broad and focused test of 
knowledge and reasoning. All opinions 
were supported well. 
Can the Plan work elsewhere? All said 
yes, parts of It are exportable whlle 
others couldn't be. The project oriented 
structure was agreed to be applicable to 
all schools, but the calender and comp 
were seen as unique to the WPI com-
munity with Its extreme dedication and 
commitment. 
(continued rrom p9ge 11) 
lndlvldual project is highly diversified. 
Each student, with the aid of his aca-
demic advisor, will Initiate a series of 
steps suited to his Individual learning 
basis. different methods of preparation 
are expected for the various proJects. 
Emphasis on the judgment of values 
and the integration of diverse disci-
plinary elements Is vital. 
Some of the main objectives of the 
IOP Include: 
1. To create an awareness of socially 
related techpologfcal Interaction. 
2. To enable the identification of socio-
technological systems, subsystems, and 
lhe linkage between them. 
3. To develop and Integrate the skills of 
evaluation and analysis In the societal, 
humanistic, and technological disci-
plines. 
4. To encourage the recommendation of 
policy. 
The basic types of projects Include: 
the problem solving type, the exper-
iential field work type, the theoretical 
type where students propose new mod-
els or develop existing ones, and the 
historical-study type which traces the 
interaction of scientific development. 
Each of these different examples will 
attempt to assess some or all of the 
objectives of the IQP. 
I would like to ask all students who 
have yet to complete tn1s requirement to 
do some further research into the basic 
Ideas expressed , because It should be 
kept In mind that today engineers are 
being held Increasingly accountable for 
the consequences of their decisions. 
OK WORCESTER ... 
THE JOKE'S OVER. 
Now For A Real Stereo Sale! 
Trolly Stereo's Warehouse Sale 
TJRl\.;j AB ... E S 
./VC LA-10 - -. - -
f1MOO •oo 
.......... 91'1_ 
tlOOO n .oo ...... 
....... "°" .. --. llC>OO - ................ •.r.o T_IL.I.._.,.... IOOOO 12100 
./VC °"'5' .-u - ........ moo 13900 
139 Water St., Worcester 
Exit 13 off 1290, off 
Kelly Square 
756-2422 
MAXELL LOWEST PRICES ON ... 
UDXL II C90 
$2.55 EACH AKAi . TOSHIBA . SONY . AJWA . TDK . MAXELL AR HlTACHI. SANSUI. DISCWASHER NC . TECHNICS . 
TAPE DECKS 
...,.Dl·ll 
NCIO»O 
NC llllOJO ~ S .t C 
Miii GIWlt Dlilllr l&C 
11~95 •oo 
~oo •oo 
91~00 146.00 
_.. 1aoo 
WALk:MEN 
M .00 
19.00 
95.00 
1Jt..OO 
~--- -- --------------------------, 
IWPI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Muell UDXL II C90 
1.49 
I Trotly Stereo Umlt one per 
I 139 Water St. customer 
I Worcester, MA Unllmlted quantity 
L~~2c~-----------------~s~~-------
All merchandise with full manufacturer warranty. 
ACCESSORIES 
SPEAKERS 
Open 
Saturday: 12/ 11 , 12/ 18 9 till 
Sunday: 12/12, 12/ 19 9 till 6 
-~· 
